The Fendi Casa Collection is the expression of sophisticated contemporary residences.

Furniture and complements embody the perfect balance between aesthetic and functional quality, featuring graphic lines always poised between tradition and innovation, values dear to FENDI.

With the material mastery and exquisite artistry of a long tradition of excellence, Fendi Casa offers a complete range of designs, the refined embodiment of Italian taste, crafted with the highest level of craftsmanship.

An interior project that anticipates new living concepts, strongly characterized by an exclusive style and an harmonious fusion between design and fashion influencing and complementing each other, always fostering comfort and elegance.
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Note

Drawings show the standard version. All the dimensions included in technical descriptions are in cm (inch), approximate and subject to change (with a tolerance of 2%).

The products shown in the pictures do not have standard cover. Depending on the model, products can be made both in fabric and/or leather as from the official Fendi Casa set of samples in force.

Due to natural variation in the manner in which the dye is absorbed into the leather during the tanning process, it may show variations in shade and also in texture within the same hide.
It must be accepted therefore that it may not be possible to achieve a uniform match between panels that are joined together.

The company preserves the right to change the technical features of the products shown in this catalogue without notice as a result of technical updates.

Please note that, in this catalogue, the reference dimensions are those indicated in bold, as following:

H: Altezza totale  Overall height
L: Lunghezza totale  Overall length
D: Profondità totale  Overall depth
LIGHTING
AGATA 1

Gun-metal grey table lamps LMP (43P) - LMP (43)
LMP (43P)
Namibia, Jade,
gun-metal grey,
Bronze Shadow, polished brass
Table lamp
L - D Ø 25 (9 3/4")
H 20 (7 3/4")

LMP (43)
Namibia, Jade,
gun-metal grey,
Bronze Shadow, polished brass,
Big table lamp
L - D Ø 35 (13 3/4")
H 27 (10 3/4")

Detail
Polished brass table lamp LMP (155)
LMP (155)
Gun-metal grey, Palladium, Bronze Shadow, polished brass
Table lamp
L - D Ø 25 (9 3/4")
H 18 (7")

LMP (156)
Gun-metal grey, Palladium, Bronze Shadow, polished brass
Big table lamp
L - D Ø 35 (13 3/4")
H 25 (9 3/4")
Lady Gold polished copper suspensions with "18k" powder LMP (173) - LMP (172)
LMP (173)
Gun-metal grey, polished brass, polished copper Lady Gold
Suspension
L - D Ø 21 (8 1/4")
H 16 (6 1/4")

LMP (172)
Gun-metal grey, polished brass, polished copper Lady Gold
Suspension
L - D Ø 23 (9")
H 20 (7 3/4")
Polished brass table lamp LMP (120)
LMP (120)  
Polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished brass  
Table lamp  
L 42 (16 2/4")  
D 30 (11 3/4")  
H 68 (26 2/3")
Table lamp with brushed bronze and gun-metal grey finishing LMP (185)
LMP (185)
Brushed bronze / gun-metal grey,
Palladium
Table lamp
L - D Ø 36 (14 1/4")
H 80 (31 1/4")
Flash Gold table lamp LMP (82)
LMP (146)
Flash Gold, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey
Table lamp
L - D Ø 32 (12 1/4")
H 50 (19 3/4")

LMP (82)
Flash Gold, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey
Table lamp
L - D Ø 34 (13 3/4")
H 70 (27 3/4")

Gun-metal grey table lamps
LMP (146) - LMP (82)

Detail
Polished brass suspension LMP (80)
LMP (80)
Polished brass, brushed brass, polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Suspension
L - D Ø 60 (23 2/3"
H 160 (63"

Detail
Polished brass table lamp, floor lamp and suspension LMP (132) - LMP (133) - LMP (136)
LMP (132) - Polished chrome, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Table lamp
L  57 (22 1/3")
D  20 (7 3/4")
H  71 (28")

LMP (135) - Polished chrome, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Suspension
L  123 (48 1/3")
D  37 (14 2/4")
H  56 (22")

LMP (133) - Polished chrome, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Standing lamp
L  64 (25 1/3")
D  20 (7 3/4")
H  171 (67 1/3")

LMP (136) - Polished chrome, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Suspension
L  106 (41 2/3")
D  97 (38 1/3")
H  56 (22")
Palladium big suspension LMP (181)
LMP (181)

Gun-metal grey, Palladium, Bronze Shadow

Big suspension

L 85 (33 1/3")
D 72 (28 1/3")
H 100-200 (39 1/3 < 78 2/3")

Palladium big suspension LMP (181)
Polished brass table and big table lamps LMP (139) - LMP (140)
LMP (139)
Polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Table lamp
L 55 (21 2/4")
D 26 (10 1/4")
H 47 (18 2/4")

LMP (140)
Polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Big table lamp
L 50 (19 5/8")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 71 (28")

LMP (141)
Polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Suspension
L 69 (27")
D 27 (10 3/4")
H 32 (12 3/4")

LMP (144)
Polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium
Floor lamp
L 65 (25 2/3")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 175 (69")

Suspensions LMP (141)

Floor lamp LMP (147)
INFINITY LINE UP

Palladium suspensions LMP (186), table lamp LMP (187) and standing lamp LMP (188)
LMP (186)
Palladium, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Suspension
L 32 (12 3/4")
D 16 (6 1/4")
H 152/247 (60'/97 1/3")

LMP (187)
Palladium, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Table lamp
L 31 (12 3/4")
D 20 (7 3/4")
H 60 (23 2/3")

LMP (188)
Palladium, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Floor lamp
L 46 (18")
D 33 (13")
H 160 (63")
INFINITY LITE

Bronze Shadow bedside table lamps LMP (159) - LMP (163)
Palladium, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow

**Small suspension**
- **LMP (152)**
  - L: 30 (11 3/4")
  - D: 12 (4 3/4")
  - H: 50 (19 3/4")

**Bedside table lamp**
- **LMP (163)**
  - L: 22 (8 3/4")
  - D: 13 (5")
  - H: 36 (14 1/4")

**Horizontal table lamp**
- **LMP (159)**
  - L: 35 (13 3/4")
  - D: 13 (5")
  - H: 23 (9")

**Horizontal bedside table lamp**
- **LMP (166)**
  - L: 35 (13 3/4")
  - D: 13 (5")
  - H: 36 (14 1/4")

**Standing lamp**
- **LMP (171)**
  - L: 35 (13 3/4")
  - D: 25 (9 3/4")
  - H: 130 (51 1/3")

**Standing lamp**
- **LMP (161)**
  - L: 35 (13 3/4")
  - D: 25 (9 3/4")
  - H: 162 (63 2/3")

*Also available other elements (see price-list)*

Polished brass table lamps LMP (158) - LMP (162)

Bronze Shadow suspensions LMP (166)

Polished brass standing lamp LMP (161)
LABYRINTH

Polished brass big suspension LMP (183)
LMP (177)
Polished brass, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, Palladium
Version I
Table lamp
L - D Ø 16 (6 1/4")
H 37 (14 5/8")

LMP (178)
Polished brass, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, Palladium
Version I
Big table lamp
L - D Ø 19 (7 1/4")
H 47 (18 5/8")

LMP (183)
Polished brass, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, Palladium
Version II
Big suspension
L - D Ø 92 (36 1/4")
H 34 (13 5/8")

LMP (184)
Polished brass, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, Palladium
Version II
Medium suspension
L - D Ø 62 (24 1/3")
H 22 (8 3/4")

LMP (176)
Polished brass, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, Palladium
Version I
Suspension
L - D Ø 16 (6 1/4")
H 100/163 (39 5/8 < 64 1/8")
Brushed brass table lamps LMP (191)
LMP (191)
Brushed brass
Table lamp
L 30 (11 3/4")
D 13 (5")
H 37 (14 3/4")

LMP (190)
Brushed brass
Suspension
L 59 (23 1/3")
D 25 (9 3/4")
H 103<205 (40 2/3<80 2/3")

LMP (189)
Brushed brass
Standing lamp
L 59 (23 1/3")
D 35 (13 3/4")
H 170 (67")
Gun-metal grey suspension LMP (35)
Orione 1
LMP (39) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Big table lamp
L 43 (17")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 55 (21 2/3")

Orione 1
LMP (39P) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Table lamp
L 35 (13 3/4")
D 24 (9 3/4")
H 46 (18")

Orione 1
LMP (57) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Floor lamp
L 45 (17 3/4")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 182 (71 2/3")

Orione 1
LMP (57P) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Suspension
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/3")
H 32 (12 2/4")

Orione 2
LMP (124) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Table lamp
L 35 (13 3/4")
D 24 (9 3/4")
H 55 (21 2/3")

Orione 2
LMP (125) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Floor lamp
L 45 (17 3/4")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 182 (71 2/3")

Orione 2
LMP (73) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Suspension
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/3")
H 32 (12 2/4")

Gun-metal grey table lamp LMP (39)
Bronze Shadow floor lamp LMP (57)
ORIONE ARCO

Bronze Shadow floor lamp LMP (63)
Orione Arco
LMP (63) - Palladium, polished chrome, Bronze Shadow, gun-metal grey, ivory, polished brass
Floor lamp
L 216 (85")
H 150/214 (59"/84 1/3")

Detail
ORIONE RIBBON

Bronze Shadow table and floor lamps LMP (126) - LMP (128)
LMP (126)
Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished chrome, polished brass
Bedside table lamp
L 37 (14 3/4")
D 26 (10 1/4")
H 44 (17 1/4")

LMP (128)
Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished chrome, polished brass
Floor lamp
L 46 (18")
D 32 (12 1/2")
H 146 (57 3/4")

Detail
Polished brass suspensions LMP (121)
LMP (121)
Polished chrome, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Suspension
L - D Ø 20 (7 3/4")
H 176 (69 1/3")
Rhea & Janus

Rhea pendant luminaire LMP (46)
Janus LMP (45)
Gun-metal grey
Pendant luminaire
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/4")
H 16 (6 1/4")

Rhea LMP (46)
Gun-metal grey
Pendant luminaire
L - D Ø 120 (47 1/4")
H 16 (6 1/4")

Rhea LMP (47)
Gun-metal grey
Pendant luminaire
L - D Ø 32 (12 2/4")
H 20 (7 3/4")

Janus LMP (48)
Gun-metal grey
Pendant luminaire
L - D Ø 62 (24 1/2")
H 20 (7 3/4")

Janus LMP (70)
Gun-metal grey
Standing lamp
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 160 (63")

Janus LMP (71)
Gun-metal grey
Table lamp
L - D Ø 36 (14 1/4")
H 50 (19 3/4")

Janus LMP (49)
Gun-metal grey
Pendant luminaire
L - D Ø 47 (18 2/4")
H 20 (7 3/4")

Janus LMP (50)
Gun-metal grey
Pendant luminaire
L - D Ø 62 (24 1/2")
H 20 (7 3/4")

Janus pendant luminaire LMP (50)
Janus standing lamp LMP (70)
Janus table lamp LMP (71)
Carrara White marble table lamp with gun-metal grey lampshade LMP (160)
LMP (160)
Carrara White, Marquina Black, Calacatta Warm Gold, Verde Alpi marble
Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished brass, Palladium
Table lamp
L - D Ø 55 (21 7/8")
H 46 (18")

Detail
LMP (100)
Brushed brass, polished brass, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished chrome
Table lamp
L - D Ø 35 (13 7/8")
H 73 (28 3/4")
Table lamps with Palladium finishing LMP (196) - LMP (195)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LMP (192) | Big suspension | L 30 (11 3/4")  
|          |                   | D 5 (1 15/16")  
|          |                   | H 43 (17")     |
| LMP (193) | Suspension        | L 22 (8 3/4")  
|          |                   | D 5 (1 15/16")  
|          |                   | H 35 (13 3/4") |
| LMP (194) | Suspension        | L 35 (13 3/4")  
|          |                   | D 5 (1 15/16")  
|          |                   | H 22 (8 3/4")   |
| LMP (195) | Table lamp        | L 35 (13 3/4")  
|          |                   | D 11 (4 1/4")   
|          |                   | H 47 (18 2/4")  |
| LMP (196) | Horizontal table lamp | L 40 (15 3/4")  
|          |                   | D 11 (4 1/4")   
|          |                   | H 25 (9 1/4")   |

Details:
- Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium finishing
Polished brass table lamps LMP (76) - LMP (79) and Bronze Shadow floor lamp LMP (75)
VELUM

Wall and table lamps with printed leather LMP (151) - LMP (150)
LMP (150) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Leather table lamp with leather
L 37 (14 2/4")
D 14 (5 2/4")
H 41 (16 1/4")

LMP (149/P) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Leather standing lamp
L 56 (22")
D 26 (10 1/4")
H 138 (54 1/3")

LMP (151) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Leather wall lamp with two holes
LMP (151F) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Fur wall lamp with two holes
L 28 (11")
D 18 (7")
H 52 (20 1/3")

LMP (151) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Leather wall lamp with right hole
LMP (151F) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Fur wall lamp with right hole
L 28 (11")
D 18 (7")
H 52 (20 1/3")

LMP (151) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Leather wall lamp with left hole
LMP (151F) - Bronze Shadow, brushed bronze
Fur wall lamp with left hole
L 28 (11")
D 18 (7")
H 52 (20 1/3")

“Fox Mosaic” fur wall lamp
LMP (151F)

“Gradated mink” fur wall lamp
LMP (151F)
BELLINI

Black chandelier MUR (LAM12/2C)
MUR (APL2)  
Transparent, black, amber
Wall lamp with 3 arms
L 46 (18")
H 44 (17 1/4")

MUR (LAM12/1C)  
Transparent, black, amber
Chandelier
L - D Ø 115 (45 1/3")
H 76 (30")

MUR (LAM12/2C)  
Transparent, black, amber
Chandelier
L - D Ø 115 (45 1/3")
H 91 (35 2/3")

Transparent wall lamp with 3 arms MUR (APL2)  
Transparent chandelier MUR (LAM12/1C)
Silver Leaf chandelier LMP (23/B)
LMP (23/B)
Jade - Silver Leaf
Black - Gold Leaf or Silver Leaf
Suspension
L - D Ø 89 (35”)
H 58 (23”)

LMP (33/L)
Namibia - Jade
Gun-metal grey - Jade
Suspension
L - D Ø 89 (35”)
H 58 (23”)

LMP (26)
Jade - Silver Leaf
Gun-metal grey - Jade
Suspension
L 155 (61”)
H 40 (15 3/4”)
D 40 (15 3/4”)

Jade chandelier LMP (26)
Crystal Ellyspe 1 CRY (LAMS)
CRY (LAM3)
Crystal Chrome, Bronze Shadow Chandelier
L 119 (47")
D 29 (11 2/4")
H 40 (15 3/4")

CRY (LAM3/1A)
Crystal Square Chrome, Bronze Shadow Chandelier
L 80 (31 1/3")
D 80 (31 1/3")
H 50 (19 5/4")

CRY (LAM5)
Crystal Ellypse 1 Chrome, Bronze Shadow Chandelier
L 130 (51 1/3")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 41 (16 1/4")

CRY (LAM6)
Crystal Ellypse 2 Chrome, Bronze Shadow Chandelier
L 154 (60 2/3")
D 36 (14 1/4")
H 43 (17")

CRY (APL1)
Crystal Applique Chrome, Bronze Shadow Wall lamp
L 17 (6 3/4")
D 15 (6")
H 38 (15")

CRY (LAM3/2)
Crystal Round Chrome, Bronze Shadow Chandelier
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/3")
H 50 (19 5/4")

Crystal CRY (LAM3/1A)
CRYSTAL BAGUETTE

Crystal Baguette CRY (LAM13)
CRY (LAM13)
Crystal Baguette
Chrome, Bronze Shadow
Chandelier
L 130 (51 1/3")
D 40 (15 3/4")
H 40 (15 3/4")

CRY (LAM15)
Crystal Baguette Ellipse
Chrome, Bronze Shadow
Chandelier
L 163 (64 1/3")
D 47 (18 5/8")
H 40 (15 5/8")
CRY (LAM16)
Black,
Transparent
Chandelier
L - D Ø 130 (51 1/3")
H 130 (51 1/3")

Detail
GIOTTO

Black - Silver Leaf suspension LMP (13/A)
LMP (13/A)
Black - Gold Leaf, black - Silver Leaf, Jade - Silver Leaf, Namibia - Jade, gun-metal grey - Jade, Bronze Shadow - Jade
Suspension
L - D Ø 60 (23 2/3")
H 53 (21")

LMP (13/B)
Black - Gold Leaf, black - Silver Leaf, Jade - Silver Leaf, Namibia - Jade, gun-metal grey - Jade, Bronze Shadow - Jade
Suspension
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/3")
H 80 (31 1/3")
Transparent table lamp CRY (LAM12)
CRY (LAM12) Black, transparent Table lamp
L - D Ø 37 (14 3/4")
H 70 (27 1/2")

CRY (LAM12) Black, transparent Table lamp with conical lampshade
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 70 (27 1/2")
Polished chrome crystal suspension LMP (116)
LMP (117) - Crystal
Polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Transparent Suspension
L - D Ø 60 (23 2/3")
H 31 (12 1/4")

LMP (116) - Crystal
Polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Transparent Suspension
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/4")
H 31 (12 1/4")

LMP (119) - Ellypse
Polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Transparent Suspension
L 164 (64 2/3")
D 47 (18 2/4")
H 31 (12 1/4")

LMP (131) - Crystal
Polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Transparent
Bedside table lamp
L 37 (14 2/4")
D 26 (10 1/4")
H 44 (17 1/4")

LMP (130) - Crystal
Polished chrome, gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow
Transparent
Table lamp
L 46 (18")
D 32 (12 2/4")
H 52 (20 1/3")

Gun-metal grey crystal suspension LMP (117)
Chocolate table lamps MUR (LMP31) - MUR (LMP33) - MUR (LMP32)
MUR (LMP33)
Chocolate, Caramel, Steel, Titanium
Small table lamp
L - D Ø 26 (10 1/4")
H 49 (19 1/4")

MUR (LMP32)
Chocolate, Caramel, Steel, Titanium
Medium table lamp
L - D Ø 36 (14 1/4")
H 58 (23")

MUR (LMP31)
Chocolate, Caramel, Steel, Titanium
Big table lamp
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 82 (32 1/3")
Smoke grey table lamps with gun-metal grey finishing frame LMP (175P) - LMP (175)
LMP (175P)
Smoke grey-gun-metal grey,
Gold-Bronze Shadow
Table lamp
L - D Ø 22 (8 3/4"
H 18 (7"

LMP (175)
Smoke grey-gun-metal grey,
Gold-Bronze Shadow
Table lamp
L - D Ø 35 (13 3/4"
H 29 (11 3/4"

Detail
Transparent table lamp MUR (LMP18/A)
MUR (LMP18)
Black, transparent with mirror effect
Table lamp
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 79 (31")

MUR (LMP18/A)
Black, transparent, silver, Porcellana, chocolate with mirror effect
Table lamp
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 79 (31")
OTTAVIA

Steel colour chandelier MUR (LAM42)
MUR (LMP34)
Chocolate, transparent, caramel, steel, champagne
Table lamp
L - D Ø 46 (18")
H 100 (39 1/2")

MUR (LMP42)
Chocolate, transparent, caramel, steel, champagne
Chandelier
L - D Ø 125 (49 1/3")
H 100 (39 1/2")

MUR (LMP43)
Chocolate, transparent, caramel, steel, champagne
Standing lamp
L - D Ø 50 (19 1/4")
H 180 (71")

MUR (APL4)
Chocolate, transparent, caramel, steel, champagne
Wall lamp
L 22 (8 3/4")
D 15 (6")
H 21 (8 1/4")

Transparent table lamp
MUR (LMP34)

Standing lamp MUR (LMP43)
Polished chrome table lamps MUR (LMP4) - MUR (LMP3)
MUR (LMP3)
Polished chrome, Bronze Shadow
Table lamp
L - D Ø 21 (8 1/4")
H 26 (10 1/4")

MUR (LMP4)
Polished chrome, Bronze Shadow
Floor lamp
L - D Ø 30 (11 1/4")
H 38 (15")
Champagne wall lamp with crystal drops MUR (APL7)
MUR (APL7)
Transparent, steel, caramel, chocolate, champagne
Wall lamp
L 42 (16 7/52")
D 30 (11 3/4")
H 30 (11 3/4")
Chocolate table lamps MUR (LMP54) - MUR (LMP55)
MUR (LMP55)
Chocolate, transparent, titanium, champagne, steel, caramel
Table lamp
L - D Ø 35 (13 3/4")
H 54 (21 1/4")

MUR (LMP54)
Chocolate, transparent, titanium, champagne, steel, caramel
Big table lamp
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 95 (37 1/4")

MUR (LMP60)
Chocolate, transparent, titanium, champagne, steel, caramel
Standing lamp
L - D Ø 45 (17 3/4")
H 143 (56 1/4")
Caramel chandelier MUR (LAM41)
MUR (LAM41)
Chocolate, caramel, transparent, steel, champagne, silver mirror effect, transparent mirror effect
Chandelier
L - D Ø 130 (51 1/3")
H 100 (39 1/3")

MUR (LMP35)
Chocolate, caramel, transparent, steel, champagne, silver mirror effect, transparent mirror effect
Table lamp
L - D Ø 35 (13 1/4")
H 67 (26 1/3")
MIRRORS
Mirrors with printed crocodile leather frame SPE (SF1AL)
SPE (SF2AL) - Leather or fabric
SPE (SF2ALE) - Ebony Macassar
Mirror
L 150 (59”)
D 6 (2 6/16”)
H 70 (27 2/3”)

SPE (SF3AL) - Leather or fabric
SPE (SF3ALE) - Ebony Macassar
Mirror
L 110 (43 1/3”)
D 6 (2 6/16”)
H 110 (43 1/3”)

SPE (SF4AL) - Leather or fabric
SPE (SF4ALE) - Ebony Macassar
Mirror
L 70 (27 2/3”)
D 6 (2 6/16”)
H 254 (100”)

SPE (SF5AL) - Leather or fabric
SPE (SF5ALE) - Ebony Macassar
Mirror
L 150 (59”)
D 6 (2 6/16”)
H 254 (100”)

SPE (SF6AL) - Leather or fabric
SPE (SF6ALE) - Ebony Macassar
Mirror
L 220 (86 2/3”)
D 6 (2 6/16”)
H 70 (27 2/3”)

SPE (SF7AL) - Leather or fabric
SPE (SF7ALE) - Ebony Macassar
Mirror
L 140 (55”)
D 6 (2 6/16”)
H 105 (41 1/3”)

Mirror with velvet frame SPE (SF1AL)
Mirror with Ebony Macassar frame SPE (SF5ALE)
Detail
Bronze mirror SPE (SF5ALB)
Bronze mirror for LED TV 40" or 49" SPE (SF5LCB)
**SPE (SF11LCB)**
Smoke grey, bronze
Mirror for LED TV 40"
L 143 (56 1/3")
D 13 (5")
H 108 (42 2/3")

**SPE (SF5LCB)**
Smoke grey, bronze
Mirror for LED TV 40/49"
L 152 (60")
D 13 (5")
H 256 (100 2/3")

Detail
Curved convex and bevelled plain glass mirrors, coloured blue and bronze SPE (SF20) - SPE (SF21) - SPE (SF22)
SPE (SF24) - Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
SPE (SF24L) - With lacquered panel
Mirror
L - D Ø 65 (25 2/3")
H 4 (1 3/16")

SPE (SF21) - Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
Plain mirror
L 63 (24 2/3")
D 2 (1 9/16")
H 126 (47 1/3")

SPE (SF22) - Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
Curved mirror
L 144 (56 2/3")
D 4 (1 9/16")
H 54 (21 1/3")

SPE (SF23) - Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
SPE (SF23L) - With lacquered panel
Mirror
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/3")
H 2 (1 3/16")

SPE (SF20) - Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, Palladium with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
Curved mirror
L 64 (25 1/3")
D 4 (1 9/16")
H 120 (47 1/3")

Curved convex blue mirror
SPE (SF24)

Bevelled plain bronze mirror
SPE (SF23L)

Bronze mirror detail
SPE (SF22)
EYE TO EYE

Convess curved blue and green mirrors SPE (SF18)
Convess curved mirrors SPE (SF18)

SPE (SF19)
Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished brass with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
Mirror
L - D Ø 60 (23 2/3")
H 7 (2 3/4")

SPE (SF18)
Gun-metal grey, Bronze Shadow, polished brass with coloured smoke grey, bronze, blue or green glass
Mirror
L - D Ø 90 (35 1/2")
H 7 (2 3/4")
Mirrors with printed Crocodile leather frame for Led TV SPE (SF14LC)
SPE (SF11LC) - Leather, fabric
SPE (SF11LCE) - Ebony Macassar, Stone Fiddleback Sycamore
SPE (SF11LC/G) - Erable sand
Mirror for LED TV 40"
L 140 (55")
D 11 (4 1/4")
H 105 (41 1/4")

SPE (SF14LC) - Leather, fabric
SPE (SF14LCE) - Ebony Macassar, Stone Fiddleback Sycamore
SPE (SF14LCR) - Erable sand
Mirror for LED TV 55"
L 171 (67 1/3")
D 11 (4 1/4")
H 254 (100")

SPE (SF5LC) - Leather, fabric
SPE (SF5LCE) - Ebony Macassar, Stone Fiddleback Sycamore
SPE (SF5LC/G) - Erable sand
Mirror for LED TV 40/49"
L 150 (59")
D 11 (4 1/4")
H 254 (100")

Mirror SPE (SF11LC/G) for LED TV 40"
Mirror SPE (SF14LC) for LED TV 55"
NARCISO

Bevelled mirror SPE (SF10)
SPE (SF10)
Mirror
L 150 (59")
D 8 (3 1/4")
H 250 (98 1/3")
Blue-Beige rug TAP (T230)
TAP (T230)
Linen & Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Tobacco-Ecru
Blue-Beige
Burgundy-Beige
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 300 (118")
DEGRADÉ

Darker ice-Ice-Milk rug TAP (T195)
**Metal FF logo with leather**

Charcoal-Taupe-Quartz grey rug TAP (T197)

Detail
White-Stone rug TAP (T217)
| TAP (T205) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre  
Dark beige-Quartz grey,  
White-Quartz grey, White-Stone  
L 300 (118")  
D 200 (78 2/3") |
| TAP (T206) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre  
Dark beige-Quartz grey,  
White-Quartz grey, White-Stone  
L 300 (118")  
D 300 (118") |
| TAP (T207) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre  
Dark beige-Quartz grey,  
White-Quartz grey, White-Stone  
L 400 (157 1/2")  
D 400 (157 1/2") |
| TAP (T217) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre  
Dark beige-Quartz grey,  
White-Quartz grey, White-Stone  
L 400 (157 1/2")  
D 300 (118") |

*Metal FF logo with leather

Detail
Quartz grey-Charcoal rug TAP (T223)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Color Options</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TAP (T223) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre | Beige-Brown, Forest Green, Quartz grey-Charcoal | L 400 (157 1/2")  
D 400 (157 1/2") |  |  |
| TAP (T225) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre | Beige-Brown, Forest Green, Quartz grey-Charcoal | L 400 (157 1/2")  
D 300 (118")     |  |  |
| TAP (T226) | Bamboo “Silk” fibre | Beige-Brown, Forest Green, Quartz grey-Charcoal | L 300 (118")  
D 200 (78 2/3")   |  |  |

*Metal FF logo with leather

Detail
INDIA

Ivory rug TAP (T116)
TAP (T19)
Twisted Viscose
Black, Ivory, Sand, Quartz grey
L 200 (78 2/3")
D 300 (118")

TAP (T57)
Twisted Viscose
Black, Ivory, Sand, Quartz grey
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 400 (157 1/2")

TAP (T116)
Twisted Viscose
Black, Ivory, Sand, Quartz grey
L 300 (118")
D 300 (118")

TAP (T41)
Twisted Viscose
Black, Ivory, Sand, Quartz grey
L - D Ø 310 (122")

TAP (T42)
Twisted Viscose
Black, Ivory, Sand, Quartz grey
L - D Ø 330 (130")

Sand rug TAP (T19)  Black rug TAP (T19)

*Metal FF logo with leather
KALAHARI

Dark beige-Quartz grey rug TAP (T215)
TAP (T198)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Dark beige-Quartz grey, White-Quartz grey, White-Stone
L - D Ø 310 (122")

TAP (T199)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Dark beige-Quartz grey, White-Quartz grey, White-Stone
L 300 (118")
D 200 (78 2/3")

TAP (T200)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Dark beige-Quartz grey, White-Quartz grey, White-Stone
L 300 (118")
D 300 (118")

TAP (T201)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Dark beige-Quartz grey, White-Quartz grey, White-Stone
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 400 (157 1/2")

TAP (T215)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Dark beige-Quartz grey, White-Quartz grey, White-Stone
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 300 (118")

Metal FF logo with leather

White-Quartz grey rug TAP (T215)
Dark beige-Quartz grey detail
Mink-Quartz grey-Dark green TAP (T224)
TAP (T228)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Mink-Quartz grey-Dark green
L 300 (118")
D 200 (78 1/2")

TAP (T224)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Mink-Quartz grey-Dark green
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 300 (118")

TAP (T227)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Mink-Quartz grey-Dark green
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 400 (157 1/2")

*Metal FF logo with leather

Detail
Ivory (Ivory-Chocolate-Beige) rug TAP (T221)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grey</th>
<th>Ivory</th>
<th>Beige</th>
<th>L (mm)</th>
<th>D (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAP (T219)</td>
<td>Botanical Silk - Eucalyptus fibre</td>
<td>Grey (Grey-Smoke-Dark grey)</td>
<td>Ivory (Ivory-Chocolate-Beige)</td>
<td>Beige (Cream-Taupe-Charcoal)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP (T220)</td>
<td>Botanical Silk - Eucalyptus fibre</td>
<td>Grey (Grey-Smoke-Dark grey)</td>
<td>Ivory (Ivory-Chocolate-Beige)</td>
<td>Beige (Cream-Taupe-Charcoal)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP (T221)</td>
<td>Botanical Silk - Eucalyptus fibre</td>
<td>Grey (Grey-Smoke-Dark grey)</td>
<td>Ivory (Ivory-Chocolate-Beige)</td>
<td>Beige (Cream-Taupe-Charcoal)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP (T222)</td>
<td>Botanical Silk - Eucalyptus fibre</td>
<td>Grey (Grey-Smoke-Dark grey)</td>
<td>Ivory (Ivory-Chocolate-Beige)</td>
<td>Beige (Cream-Taupe-Charcoal)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Metal FF logo with leather

Grey (Grey-Smoke-Dark grey) rug TAP (T221)  
Beige (Cream-Taupe-Charcoal) rug TAP (T218)
TAP (T202)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Darker ice-Ice-Milk,
Charcoal-Taupe-Quartz grey,
Navy blue-Taupe-Quartz grey
L 300 (118")
D 200 (78 2/3")

TAP (T203)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Darker ice-Ice-Milk,
Charcoal-Taupe-Quartz grey,
Navy blue-Taupe-Quartz grey
L 300 (118")
D 300 (118")

TAP (T216)
Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Darker ice-Ice-Milk,
Charcoal-Taupe-Quartz grey,
Navy blue-Taupe-Quartz grey
L 400 (157 1/2")
D 300 (118")

*Metal FF logo with leather

Charcoal-Taupe-Quartz grey rug TAP (T216)
Darker ice-Ice-Milk rug TAP (T216)
Detail
TOURNÉE

Blue-Beige rug TAP (T229)

BACK HOME COLLECTION BY CRISTINA CELESTINO
TAP (T229)
Cotton weave, Himalayan wool,
Linen & Bamboo “Silk” fibre
Tobacco-Ecru
Blue-Beige
L 390 (153 1/2")
D 300 (118")
Ice grey rug TAP (T179)
TAP (T179)
“Fine” Bamboo Viscose fibre
Ice grey, Lava, Quartz grey, Mink colour
L 400 (157 1/2”)
D 300 (118”)

TAP (T180)
“Fine” Bamboo Viscose fibre
Ice grey, Lava, Quartz grey, Mink colour
L 400 (157 1/2”)
D 400 (157 1/2”)

TAP (T177)
“Fine” Bamboo Viscose fibre
Ice grey, Lava, Quartz grey, Mink colour
L 300 (118”)
D 200 (78 2/3”)

TAP (T176)
“Fine” Bamboo Viscose fibre
Ice grey, Lava, Quartz grey, Mink colour
L 300 (118”)
D 300 (118”)

TAP (T175)
“Fine” Bamboo Viscose fibre
Ice grey, Lava, Quartz grey, Mink colour
L-D Ø 400 (157 1/2”)

*Lava rug TAP (T175)*

*Metal FF logo with leather*
All the dimensions included in the technical description are in cm, approximate and subject to change (with a tolerance of +/- 2%).

The company preserves the right to change the technical features of the products shown in this catalogue without notice as a result of technical updates.

The images and the colours printed in this catalogue are purely for information.